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The current logic of government ≠ aligned with its purpose
we need to innovate* & redesign**
the logic of government

*Innovation = Invent new solutions
**Design = Create cultural & system coherence
design the engine that can
18th century institutions in a 21st century world
a question of logic
RAVINTOLAPÄIVÄ
RESTAURANT DAY
a question of complexity
a question of risk & uncertainty
plan-implement-change

predictable world
plan
implement
change

ambiguous world
3 TOPICS
COMPLEXITY
How the Epidemic of Drug Overdose Deaths Rippled Across America

By HADYOUN PARK and MATTHEW BLOCH  JAN. 19, 2016
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New investment partnerships?
The Building
Retail & Service model

Change Fire Regulations

Minimize carbon in materials

New Business Model

New Legal Framework

New Investment Partnerships

Active Citizens

Smart Interfaces

"Green" Energy Provider

Energy efficiency solutions

The Building

The Building

15% EPBD
ENGAGEMENT
Design Exchange Finland, 2011
Elemental Chile, 2007
STRATEGIC IMPROVEMENT
It assumes the world is Predictable

Based on a system of Linear Fragmented Delivery
It assumes the world is Predictable Ambiguous Based on a system of Linear Iterative Fragmented Integrated Delivery Engaged
It assumes the world is Predictable Based on a system of Linear Fragmented Delivery

Risk of doing vs risk of not doing?

Ambiguous Iterative Integrated Engagement
WHO IS REDESIGNING YOUR GOVERNMENT?
thank you!
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